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We calculate the changes in the yields of primordial nucleosynthesis which result from
small corrections to rates for weak processes that connect neutrons and protons. We
correct the weak rates by improved treatment of Coulomb and radiative corrections, and by
inclusion of plasma effects. Our calculations lead to a systematic decrease in the predicted
He abundance of about 6Y=0.0025. The relative changes in other primordial abundances

are also 1 —2%.

I. INTRODUCTION

The standard hot big-bang model of the Universe
seems to provide a reliable framework for under-

standing the origin and evolution of our universe. '

One of the features of our present universe which is
naturally explained in this model is the large abun-
dance of He. The success of primordial nucleosyn-
thesis in predicting the large primoridal abundance
of He, and the relatively large abundance of D, is

usually considered to be the strongest evidence that
the Universe can be described by a Friedmann-
Robertson-Walker cosmology at very early times.
Because of this concordance, it is attractive to as-
sume that the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker
cosmology was applicable at the time of nucleosyn-
thesis, and then demand that the resulting primor-
dial abundances of the light elements be within
bounds extrapolated from present observations.
This approach results in a limit on the contribution
to the energy density from additional particles
present in the universe at T & 1 MeV, such as addi-
tional neutrino species.

Because primordial nucleosynthesis provides such
a powerful probe of the conditions in the Universe

at early times, it is important to have precise predic-
tions of the primordial light-element abundances,
particularly that of He. In this paper we consider
modifications to the calculation of the He abun-
dance due to (1) use of an explicit numerical in-
tegration of the rates for n;p transitions rather than
fits to the numerical rates, (2) correct treatment of
Coulomb corrections, (3) inclusion of radiative
corrections —both the usual radiative corrections
and the finite-temperature and finite-density radia-
tive corrections that depend on the presence of a
plasma, (4) inclusion of the effect of the plasma on
the mass of the electron, and (5) heating of electron
neutrinos in e+e annihilation. We find that the
above five effects result in a systematic decrease in
the He abundance of about 0.003, or about a one-
percent relative decrease. (Addition of a light neu-
trino species leads to a 61' of b, K=0.01.) There are
similar 1 —2% changes in the abundances of the
other light elements which are produced (D,
He, Li, etc.).

Although we find that the corrections to the
weak rates are in general temperature dependent, we
can get a rough estimate of the sensitivity of the
primordial He abundance, , on the weak rates by
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considering the change in I'resulting from a change
in the neutron half-life. For instance, a decrease in
the neutron half-life from 10.6 min to 10.4 min
(b,A, /A, -=+ 0.02 where A, —:r, &2

') results in a de-
crease in the He abundance of about 0.004. This
decrease in the neutron half-life is equivalent to an
increase in G~, the Fermi constant, hence a
temperature-independent increase in all the weak
rates. This suggests that the dependence of Y on
AA, may be approximated as

given by its equilibrium value,

e
—h,m/T

eq

(2.1)

where hm is the neutron-proton mass difference
(1.293 MeV). When A, a is less than A,„ the
neutron-proton ratio is no longer able to track its
equilibrium ratio, Eq. (2.1), and except for free neu-

tron decay and the effect of the strong (n,p) reac-
tions, it can be approximated by

5Y=-0.2 —= —0.2
~+1/2 AA,

S]/2

—h,m /Tf (2.2)

Our corrections to A, are in the 1 —2%%uo range at the
relevant temperature, so we expect a decrease in Y
of order 0.002—0.004. Some corrections will in-

crease Y, while others will decrease Y.
It should be emphasized that the corrections

(1)—(5) above are universal in the sense that they
must be applied regardless of the values of the neu-

tron lifetime, the number of neutrinos, or the ratio
of baryons to photons.

where Tf is the freeze-out temperature, defined by
the condition A, a

——A, Freeze out occurs at about

Tf ——0.7 MeV. An increase in A, ~ leads to a de-
crease in Tf, hence to a smaller neutron-photon ra-
tio. In the second stage of primordial nucleosyn-
thesis almost all available neutrons end up in He.
Thus an increase in the weak rates leads to a de-

crease in the neutron proton ratio which results in
less He.

II. CORRECTIONS TO THE WEAK RATES A. The uncorrected rates

Before discussing the corrections to the weak

rates, it will be useful for an understanding of the
sensitivity of the He abundance on them to give a
brief review of primordial nucleosynthesis. For a
detailed discussion, the reader is referred to the ori-

ginal literature. Primordial nucleosynthesis can
be divided into two stages. In the first, the weak in-

teractions freeze out fixing the neutron-proton ratio.
In the second, practically all available neutrons are
processed into H, He, and mostly into He. The
reactions relevant in the first stage are the weak re-

actions, while the strong and electromagnetic in-

teractions are important in the second stage. We
will be most interested in the first stage, as the
corrections we treat are corrections to the weak

rates.
At temperatures above 1 MeV, the rates for the

weak reactions n~epv, ne+~pv, and nv~pe
given by A, ~-GJ; T, are much larger than the ex-

pansion rate of the Universe'

A,,=(Sm.p/3 mp)'i

where Gz is the Fermi constant, mz is the Planck
mass, and p is the total energy density. When A, ~ is
much greater than A,„the neutron-proton ratio is

The six weak reactions which interconvert neu-
trons and protons are

n~p+e +v, ,

n +e ~p +v~

n +V~ ~p +8

p +e +V~ ~n

p+v, ~n+e+,
p+e ~n +ve .

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

(2.3c)

(2.3d)

(2.3e)

(2.3f)

z =m, /Ty, z~
—=m, /T„,

q —=Q /m„e =E, /m, .
(2.4)

In terms of these variables, the rates for the process-
es given in (2.3) are

The rates for these processes were first calculated in
the context of the early Universe by Alpher, Follin,
and Herman, and we will adopt their notation (see
also Ref. 1). The rates depend on Q =m„—mz, the
photon temperature T, the neutrino temperature T„,
and the electron energy E,. The rates depend on
these quantities through the dimensionless variables

~, =(ri,o) f de-1 rq e(e —q) (e —I)'~

[1+exp( —ez) ][ 1+exp[(e —q)z„]j
(2.5a)
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e(e —q) (e —1)'i
e [1+exp( —ez) ]$ 1+exp[(e —q)z, ] j

e(e+q) (e —1)'
[1+exp(ez)][1+exp[—(e+q)z, ] j

e(e —q) (e —1)'i
[1+exp(ez) ]I 1+exp[(q —e )z„]j

=(A) ' d
e 1+exp(ez) ][1+exp[(q —e )z„]j

=(A) ' d
1+exp( —ez) ] I 1+exp[(q +e )z, ] j

(2.5b)

(2.5c)

(2.5d)

(2.5e)

(2.5f)

where r is the neutron lifetime [r=(ln2)r~~z], and
iLO is defined to be

q
~o= d» e(e q) (e—I)'i—

1

= 1.63615 .

The units of the rates in (2.5) are sec '. The factor
(1 Ao)

' fixes the nuclear matrix element to be used
in the calculation of the rates. Note that, in the
limit T—+0, we have T,~O, A,n p,„—+~ ', while
the rest of the rates in (2.5) go to zero. This, of
course, is just the result that at low temperature and
density the only change in the neutron-proton ratio
from weak reactions is due to free decay of neu-

trons.
It will be convenient to combine the rates in (2.5)

into two groups:

Il.n —~n~p+e+v ~ I~v+n p+e ~ e+n~p+»+A,

(2.7a)

~p =~p+e+v~n +'~p+e~v+n + p+v~e+n+A,

(2.7b)

I

T9 ——100 to T9 =0.3 (T9 is the temperature in units
of 10 K). The fit to Az is good to about 1.4%
over a range T9 ——100 to T9 ——3. This fit is rather
remarkable considering that kn and Ap change by
more than seven orders of magnitude over the above
temperature range. However, based on our approxi-
mate formula for b Y given in Eq. (1.1), a 1.4% er-
ror in the weak rates leads to a potential hY of

~

b, Y
~

=(0.2)(1.4%%uo)=-0.003.
We have modified Wagoner's code to evaluate the

rates numerically every time step. We evaluate the
integrals to an accuracy of better than 0.005%%uo,

which should introduce an error in 6Y of
~

b, Y
~

(0.0001. The ratios of the numerical evalua-
tion of A,„and A~ to Wagoner's fit to A,„and Az at
different temperatures are given in Fig. 1. The
resultant change in Y from the usual result is dis-
cussed in Sec. III.

l.o5

At high temperature, when the weak reactions are
much faster than the expansion rate, the neutrino
temperature is equal to the photon temperature and

kp =e An.

In the remainder of this section we will discuss
corrections to the weak rates, and in the next sec-
tion we will discuss how these changes affect the
outcome of primordial nucleosynthesis.

I.oo—

Tg

Rp

I

ioo ]0-l

B. Numerical evaluation of the rates

In the computer code developed by Wagoner, the
rates (2.7) are fit by an analytic function of the pho-
ton temperature. The fit to k„ is good to an accura-
cy of about 1.4% over the temperature range

FIG. 1. The ratio of the numerical evaluation of A,„
and A~ to the analytic fit used by %agoner. 8 is the ratio
of the numerical rate to the analytic fit. For T9(2,
where the error in the fit for A~ becomes greater than
5%, A,~ is very small and the rate of p —+n conversion is
negligible.
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C. Coulomb and radiative corrections
at zero temperature and density

Here we evaluate the Coulomb and radiative
corrections to the weak rates ignoring effects of the
plasma on these corrections. To order a, in neutron
decay, the zero-temperature radiative and Coulomb
corrections are given in terms of the diagrams of
Fig. 2 by the interference of the Born term 2(a) with
the diagrams 2(b), 2(c), and 2(d), plus the square of
the sum of diagrams 2(e) and 2(f). We first address
the zero-temperature corrections with all propaga-

tors in their usual vacuum form. Later we consider
the changes in the radiative and Coulomb correc-
tions due to plasma effects; these necessitate modifi-
cation of the propagators and inclusion of photons
in the initial state, [diagrams 2(g) and 2(h)j.

It is standard to separate the electromagnetic
corrections into a Coulomb part proportional to Za,
and a radiative part proportional to a. The separa-
tion of the diagram 2(b) into a Coulomb part and a
radiative part is somewhat arbitrary because the nu-
clear charge Z=1. We adopt the standard conven-
tion that the zero-temperature raCh'atiue corrections
for all rates be the same and proportional to

k2 A2—+ie k~+21 k+ie k +2p.k+ie
(2.8)

where l and p are the lepton and nucleon momenta and A, is a photon mass inserted to control the infrared
divergences. For instance, in neutron decay, diagram 2(b) leads to a correction of the form

a4k 1 1I@+~ cc i (qz—q ) —2p k+ jp
(2.9)

where qz and q are the charges of the proton and electron. I2(b) may be rewritten by adding and subtracting
IR,

d k 1 1 1
I2(b) ~I +la +

k A+is k—+, 21.k +i@ k —2p.k +i@ k +2p.k +i@
(2.10)

The I part is absorbed into the radiative correction
terms, and with the approximation k gg2p. k, we
have

1 1+ = —2n.i5(2p k) .
k —2p.k+te k +2p.k+te

(2. 11)

The real part of the first term in Eq. (2.10) in the
approximation (2.11) contributes to I2~b~ a term pro-
portional to am. /p, where p is the velocity of the
electron in the proton rest frame. The am /p term
is the first-order approximation that results from
including the Fermi function F+(p) in the matrix
element. The Fermi function is usually approxi-
mated as

(b)

(e)

(a)

(c)

F (p )
2rra /p

+
1 e

—2'�/P (2.12)

Therefore for neutron decay, diagram 2(b) contri-
butes a term to the radiative corrections, I",and re-
sults in the insertion of F+(p) in the matrix ele-
ment. By detailed balance the same corrections ap-

(g)

FIG. 2. Born term {a) and diagrams contributing to
0{a ) corrections to neutron decay.
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ply to e pv~n. Since the direction of the neutrino
momentum did not enter the above considerations,
the same corrections apply to vn ~pe and n. ~vn.

With our convention that every reaction has a ra-
diative correction proportional to I, it is easy to
show that the correction due to the diagram in Fig.
3 is just given by I, i.e., there is no Coulomb
correction to ne++-+pv.

For the vector part of the V-2 nucleon current,
the radiative corrections are known to be essentially
independent of the structure of the nucleons for the
small momentum transfers considered here.
For the axial-vector current there is no proof that

the radiative corrections are independent of nucleon
structure, but there is no evidence that the structure
dependence is large. In any case, we cannot calcu-
late the corrections due to the structure of the nu-

cleons, so we will take the radiative corrections to
be those for a point nucleon. Therefore we will

multiply all the integrands of Eq. (2.5) by

1+ C(P,y), (2.13)

where p is the electron's velocity and y is the neutri-
no energy divided by m, [y is different for each of
the rates in Eq. (2.5)]. C is given by

C(p,y) -=40+4(R —1)(y/3e ——, +ln2y)+R [2(1+p )+y /6e —4pR]

—4[2+ 11P+2SP+ 2SP '+ 30P '+ 20P'+ 8P']/(1+ P )', (2.14)

where the last term in the square brackets is from
expansions of Spence functions, and R is defined to
be

R =—P 'tanh '/3 . (2.15)

In conclusion, the zero-temperature Coulomb and
radiative corrections result in the following: includ-
ing I'+(P) in the integrands of (2.5a), (2.5b), (2.5d),
and (2.5e); multiplying the integrands of all of the
rates (2.5) by [1+(a/2'�)C(p, y)]; and, finally,
correcting A,o by multiplying the integrand by
F+( p)[l +(a /n2)C( p, y)]

. This l.ast change in-
creases Ao more than 7% from 1.6361S to 1.75321.
The purpose of this last correction is to undo the ra-
diative and Coulomb corrections to free neutron de-

cay in order to obtain the bare matrix element.
It should be noted that the largest part of these

corrections is due to the radiatiue corrections. The
radiative corrections are large because of the con-
stant 40 in Eq. (2.14), which arises mostly from a
term 3 in(ms /m, ) in the radiative corrections. '
For instance, of the 7% correction to A, o, 3.4%

I

comes from the Coulomb correction, while 3.7%
arises from radiative corrections.

Changes in the matrix elements of the rates in
(2.5), which are compensated by an identical change
in A,o, will have no effect. Therefore the largest part
of the radiative corrections, the constant 40a/2~ is
irrelevant and could have been eliminated by rede-
fining the coupling constant in the standard way.
However, since the Coulomb corrections are p
dependent, and the integrals in (2.5) sample P in a
different manner than the integral for A,o, the
Coulomb corrections potentially lead to a 2 to 3%
correction in A,„,hence a 0.004 to 0.006 correction
in I. It should also be noted that A,«~z„ feels the
full 3.4% change in A,o due to Coulomb corrections,
as there are no corresponding Coulomb corrections
in the numerator.

For the purpose of comparison with previous
work we compare our treatment of radiative and
Coulomb corrections with that used by Wagoner.
Wagoner ignores radiative corrections, and accounts
for Coulomb corrections by simply effectively in-
creasing A.o by 2%. This approximation has the un-

desirable feature that at low temperature k„z, ap-
proaches 0.98 rather than unity. Figure 4 gives the
ratio of the numerical integration of the ratio
corrected for zero-temperature Coulomb and radia-
tive corrections to the rates used by Wagoner.

D. Finite-temperature and -density corrections
to the electron mass

FIG. 3. One of the O(a) corrections to e p~vn.
This term does not lead to a Coulomb correction.

At finite temperature or density, the propagation
of an electron or a photon is modified by its interac-
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fD(k) = [exp(co /T) + 1]

[co=(
i
k

i +m )'/ ] . (2. 19)

The electron mass at finite temperature is found by
calculating the electron self-energy diagram with
the propagators given above. If one defines mass
renormalization at zero temperature by the addition
of a counterterm 5m = —ReX(p =m, ) with X(p)
the electron self-energy diagram, then finite-
temperature effects add to the electron mass a term

5mT defined by'

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 1, but with the correct treat-
ment of the zero-temperature Coulomb and radiative
corrections.

5mT ——5m+ReXr(p =m, ), (2.20)

where Xr is the electron self-energy evaluated with
the finite-temperature photon and electron propaga-
tors. This results in a temperature-dependent effec-
tive electron mass m T of the form'

k&k
X g"'—(1—a)

k +is
(2.16)

where the phase-space density fs(k) is given by the
Bose-Einstein distribution

f~(k)=[exp(co/T) —1] ' (co=
~

k
~

) . (2.17)

In Eq. (2.16), the term proportional to a is the re-
sult of adding a gauge-fixing term
—(2a) '(B&A&) . For the electron, the propagator
at finite temperature is

Sr(k) = i [(g —m +is)

+2~if'(k)(jt+m)5(k2 —m )], (2.18)

tion with the ambient background gas. In the early
Universe the background gas is quite hot,
p/T(10, where p is the electron chemical po-
tential. Therefore, in the early Universe "density"
effects which are parametrized by p are much less
important than "temperature" effects which are
parametrized by T. We will work in the approxi-
mation p =0.

In the real-time formalism' at nonzero tempera-
ture, the photon propagator has an additional term
proportional to the photon phase-space density:

Dir"(k) = —i[(k +i@) ' —2mifs(k)5(k )]

~T me +™T™g+~&T

(aT /m, (1), (2.21)

where I, is the zero-temperature electron mass
(0.511 MeV) and B is a slowly varying function of
the temperature with a value between 1 and 2.'

It is easy to include this correction in the rates
(2.5) by the substitution of mT for m, in the defini-
tions (2.4), and by multiplying all the rates by
(mT/m, ), since the cancellation of the m, from
the numerator with the m, ' from Ao is true only at
zero temperature. (We did not explicitly include the
factor of m, in the definitions of the rates in (2.5)
and in the definition of A,o.)

The modification of the electron mass also has
the effect of changing the relationship between the
neutrino and photon temperatures. The neutiino
temperature differs from the photon temperature
because, to a good approximation, the neutrinos are
decoupled when the entropy in the e+e gas is
released as e+e annihilate. Therefore, the entropy
released heats the photons, but not the neutrinos.
(In Appendix 8, we discuss the validity of the ap-
proximation that the neutrinos are not heated by
e+e annihilations, and the effect on Y of relaxing
this assumption. ) Assuming conservation of entro-

py during e+e annihilation, the neutrino and pho-
ton temperatures are related by

where fD(k) is the phase-space density for a particle
obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics:

T„/Tr ( —„)'/ [g(m, /Tr —)—]'/3,
where g(x) is defined by the integral

(2.22)

+ e y 2 2 &/2

45 ~&
y 2[(x2+y 2) 1/2+y 2(x 2+y 2) —I/2/3]

2m. exp[(x +y )'/ ]+1
(2.23)
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We evaluated Eq. (2.23) numerically and found,
for temperatures in the range 0.1 & T9 & 8,
b, T„/T„=-—(m/5T) b,m/m. We have also stud-

ied the dependence of the rates on changes in the
electron mass, and changes in the neutrino tempera-
ture. In the same temperature range we found
DAIA, = —0.2(m IT) hm/m and EA Ik, =2A—T„/T, .
Using hm =aT /m„ then, as a rough estimate, we

expect a change in the weak rates of about
b, A, /A, = —0.0015, which would result in a b, Y of
about 6Y= + 0.0003.

An additional effect of the change in the electron
mass that leads to an even smaller effect on AY, is
that as the electron mass changes, the electron's
contribution to the total energy density, and hence
to the expansion rate, changes. The total energy
density pT changes by an amount AT due to a
change in the electron mass, hm, given approxi-
mately by bpT/pr-= —(ml4T) kmlm in the range
0.3.& T9 & 8. For Am given by Am =uT /m,
hpT/pT is about —6)&10 . The change in Y due
to a change in hpr was considered in studies of the
sensitivity of Y on the number of massless neutri-
nos. 3 In those studies it was found that
b, Y-=O. lhprlpT. Therefore, the change in pT due
to the change in the electron mass should result in a
5Y of order 5Y-=—6g 10 . Therefore, as a
rough estimate, combining the effect of the change
in the electron mass on T, k, and pT, we might ex-
pect a b Y of order + 2.4)&10 . These effects are
included exactly in the numerical calculations of
Sec. III.

similar term from the absorption of real photons.
The finite-temperature radiative corrections in-

volve double integrals which must be evaluated nu-
merically. The integrals are too tedious to write
here; they are given in Appendix A. The finite-
temperature radiative corrections cause the rates in
(2.5) to be multiplied by an additional factor of the
form

1+ —C/ (T), (2.26)

I.Q

where the Ci differ for different processes. The
magnitude of the finite-temperature corrections to
the weak rates are shown in Fig. 5. As there are no
corresponding corrections to A,o, the weak rates ab-
sorb the full change due to the finite-temperature
radiative corrections. Because the temperature-
dependent parts of the propagators are more con-
vergent in the ultraviolet, there is no term that cor-
responds to the factor ln(mii /m, ) present in the
zero-temperature radiative corrections.

It is seen from Fig. 5 that the finite-temperature
corrections depend strongly on the temperature and
on the individual reaction considered. It is also ob-
vious that the rate for neutron decay receives the

E. Finite-temperature radiative corrections io-'

The finite-temperature parts of the propagators
(2.16) and (2.18) give additional radiative correc-
tions to Feynman graphs involving virtual photons
and electrons. To these must be added the addition-
al processes of spontaneous absorption, induced
emission, and induced absorption. [Spontaneous
emission was, of course, already included in (2.11).]
The virtual-photon contributions have infrared
divergences which go as

to 2

Qco 1

O ~ m/T (2.24)

which are canceled by divergences in real-photon
processes. An infrared divergence of the form

IO

Tg

1

{) co /TQco (2.25)

in the emission of real photons is canceled by a

FIG. 5. Temperature-dependent parts of the radiative
corrections to some of the weak rates. The curves labeled
a through f refer to the corrections to rates (2.5a) through
(2.59.
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largest correction. This large correction is mostly
due to the effect of a photon in the initial state:
yn~pev. The effect of the photon can be thought
of as an effective increase in the Q value for
n~pev, Q~Q+co, where co is the energy of the
photon, (co ) =2.7T. Since the neutron decay rate is
a more sensitive function of Q then the 2—+2 weak
processes, this particular consequence of finite tern-

perature is larger for A,„z,„. However, at the time
of the freeze out of the neutron-proton ratio, A,„
makes only a small contribution to the total A,„. It
is also seen that the contributions to Az start to in-
crease at low temperatures, again this can be under-
stood as an increase in the effective Q value. Since

A~ at low temperatures decrease as exp( Q/T j,—the
rate is sensitive to the small increase in the Q value
caused by having the additional photon energy in
the initial state.

The final ratio of the numerical evaluation of A,„
and A& to the fit employed by %agoner is given in
Fig. 6. The rates in Fig. 6 include both zero-
temperature and finite-temperature Coulomb and
radiative corrections, and all corrections in the rates
due to the temperature dependence of the electron
mass. In the next section we calculate the result of

1.05

Rn

Rp

0.95
l02

I

lOI

I

ioo io '

primordial He production with the new, improved
rates.

III. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The changes in the predicted He mass fraction
due to all the effects discussed in Sec. II, and due to

FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 4, but with finite-
temperature radiative corrections and finite-temperature
effects on the electron mass.

TABLE I. Sensitivity of the primordial He abundance to the corrections discussed in the
text. (The value quoted are for nz/n„=3 X 10 ', three light neutrinos, and ~&&2

——10.6 min. )

Wagoner 1973 Yp =0.2456

Wagoner 1973 with
numerical evaluation
of A,z and A,„

Yi ——0.2443 Yp —Yi ——0.0013

Above corrections Y2 ——0.2434
plus Coulomb corrections

Yo —Y2 =0.0022 Yi —Y2 ——0.0009

Above corrections
plus zero-temperature
radiative corrections

Y3 ——0.2439 Yp —Y3 =0.0017 Y2 —Y3 ———0.0005

Above corrections
plus finite-temperature
radiative corrections

Y4 ——0.2435 Yp —Y4 =0.002 1 Y3 —Y4 ——0.0004

Above corrections
plus corrections
to electron mass

Y5 ——0.2436 Yp —Y5 ——0.0020 Y4 —Y5 ———0.0001

Above corrections
plus e+e heating
of v,

Y6 ——0.2434 Yo —Y6——0.0022 Ys —Y6 =0 0002
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FIG. 7. The primordial He mass fraction as a func-
tion of the baryon-to-photon ratio with two, three, and
four light neutrino families assuming a neutron half-life
of 10.61 min. The upper curve in each set shows the re-
sult of wagoner's calculation, and the lower curve shows
the results of including all the corrections to the weak
rates discussed in Sec. II and summarized in Table I.

the slight heating of the electron neutrinos by e+-

annihilations (see Appendix B) are summarized in

Table I. For a wide range of input parameters
(r I~2

——10.1 —11.1 min, E„=2—10, and
g=3X10 "—3X10 ), the sum of all these
corrections results in an approximately constant,
systematic decrease in F, b, F= —0.0025 ( —1% re-
lative change). The changes in the predicted abun-

dances of the other light elements (D, 3He, and Li)
are also in the range of a few percent. However,
their present abundances are known to much less
precision than the present He abundance, typically
to only within a factor of 2. In Fig. 7 we show the
predicted primordial He abundance with and
without the corrections we have discussed in this
paper, as a function of g for ~~&2 ——10.6 min and

E„=2, 3, and 4.
The net 6Y we find is about the size of

Wagoner's estimated uncertainty, and just slightly
less than the uncertainty due to a 1 o. change
(+0.16 min) in rI&2. Nevertheless, it is a systematic
decrease in the predicted primordial abundance of
He. Within a few years experiments with confined

neutrons should significantly improve the deter-
mination of ~~~2. Recent studies of extragalactic,
very metal-poor objects (in which the stellar contri-
bution to the He abundance should be small) have
led to more accurate and reliable determination of
the primordial mass fraction of He. ' A recent re-
sult typical of these studies of Yz ——0.24+0.01.' As
more objects are studied the uncertainty in Y&

should continue to decrease. It has been argued on
the basis of the abundances of D and He that g
must be greater than (2—3)X10 ' .' For N„=3
the standard model did predict
Yz) 0.240 —0.246—leaving little room for concor-
dance. It now predicts Y& )0.237—0.243—easing
the situation a bit. In any case, since primordial nu-

cleosynthesis is the most vigorous test of the stand-
ard, hot big-bang model, and is also our most
powerful probe of the early Universe, it is impor-
tant to continue to sharpen and reexamine its pre-
dictions as the uncertainties in the input parameters
decrease.
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APPENDIX A: FINITE TEMPERATURE
RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS

In this appendix we give the corrections to the
weak rates (2.5) due to finite-temperature radiative
corrections. The corrections naturally divide into a
part arising from finite-temperature modifications
to the photon propagator, and a part arising from
finite-temperature modifications to the electron
propagator. We first give the photon propagator
corrections, then discuss the electron propagator
corrections.

From photon corrections, the rate A,„&, re-
ceives an additional term:
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2~(~z —1)
(rio) '(a/n ) de

I —cz+ 1

q-~ dq 1
(1—P 'tanh 'P) — [2F„(E q) —F„—(~ q+—rl) F—,(~ q —q—)]

Q q ~7)Z

+(1—P tanh P) f [2F„(e q) —F„—(e q ——g )]dg 1

ew 1

+ , (e—P tanh '/I) f dq F„(e—q +q)
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00 1—e '(P 'tanh 'P —1) dr/ F„(e q —r—/)
q e &gz 1

2
1

1/2
—(rio) '(a/m. ) f de f dg, [ (1—P 'tanh 'P)g 'F„(E—q q)—

z+1 ~ q e"

+e '(/3 'tanh 'P ——, )F„(e q —g )—

where F (x) is defined as

F,(x)=x [exp(xz, ) +1]

—e' P (tanh 'P)gF„(g —q —g )),

(A2)

From photon corrections, the rate A. z, receives a correction

2~ ~2 1 1/2

(rlo) '(u/m. ) f de
E +1

(1—P tanh P) [2F,(e q) F„(e q—+g)—F,(e——q —g)—]
I dg 1

e"'—1

+(1—P 'tanh 'P) f "— [2F,(~ q) F,(e q+—g)]- —
6' —q g p QZ ]

+ —,(e P 'tanh '/3) f dq, F,(e —q —q )
Q ~Y/2

+ —,(e P 'tanh 'P) f dg F„(e q+q)—
Q

1
+E '(P 'tanh P —1) f dg [F,(e q+g ) F„(E q——q )]- —

Q ~ T/Z

dO

+ e '(P 'tanh 'P —1) f dg F„(e q+q) ~-
q &gZ

2e e~ —1 '~~—(rAO) '(a/m ) f de, f dg [(1—P 'tanh 'P)g 'F (E q~g)—
3—E '(P 'tanh 'P —, )F„(e q+g)——

eP '(tanh 'P)gF, (e ——q+g)] (A3)
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and the rate A, + receives a correctionne+~pv

2e(e —1)'
(r1(,0) '(a/n. ) f de

~+q dg 1
X (1—p- tanh- p) [2F„( e—q—) F—,( —e —q —q ) F„(—rj —e —q) ]e"'—1

+(1—P tanh- P)
1

[2F,( —e q) —F,( ——e —q —rl )]e+q

+ —,(e p 'tanh 'p) f dg F„(—e —q —rl )e"'—1

6+q
+ —,(e p 'tanh 'p) f dq „~ F„(rl—q —e)e""—1

E+q I+e 'P tanh P dg [F„(—e —q —rl ) F„(r)——q —e)]
O plZ

oo

+ e 'p 'tanh 'p drl, F„( & q —g—)—
p+q ~'QZ

(A4)

The corrections for the reverse reactions may be ob-
tained from the above corrections with the substitu-
tion rule

(A5)

Finally, we have included corrections to the electron
propagators due to finite-temperature effects. Since
they result in smaller corrections than the correc-
tions to the photon propagators, we do not list them
here.

These radiative corrections have also been calcu-
lated by Cambier, Primack, and Sher. Their re-
sults for the corrections are identical to ours.

APPENDIX 8: NEUTRINO HEATING DUE
TO e+e ANNIHILATION

Part of the "early Universe" lore is that neutrinos
decouple at a temperature Td -—1 MeV and there-
fore do not share in the entropy release from e+- an-
nihilations which occur at temperatures &0.5 MeV.
As a consequence, neutrinos are. predicted to have a
lower temperature today than the photons,
T, =( „)'~ Tr. The assu—mption of complete neu-

trino decoupling is explicitly incorporated into
Wagoner's code. However, as we mentioned earlier,
the weak rates are extremely sensitive to the tem-
perature of the electron neutrinos hi, /A,

=26,T„ /T„(for T=—0.3—10 MeV). This results

I

in a Ydependence upon T, of '

&Y —0.15(AT, /T„) .

Taking into account both the dependence of Y upon
the energy density contributed by all the neutrino
species and the T dependence of the weak rates we~e

estimate that

(81)

(B2)

hY = —0.16T. /T„+0.046T. /T„
+0.046T, /T, ,

where all the changes are with respect to the stand-
ard calculation in which the neutrinos do not share
in any of the energy from e+-annihilations. At the
crucial epoch (T/=0. 7 MeV), when the n/p ratio
"freezes out Tz 0 985 Ty Thus if the electron
neutrino species remains in good thermal contact
(T,=Tr) until this epoch, hT, /T„=0.015, and

Eq. (B2) predicts a change in Y of
hY-=—0.0015comparable to the changes due to
the other effects we have discussed. (The electron
neutrino interacts via both the charged and neutral
currents and decouples at a lower temperature than

v& and v„which have only neutral current interac-
tions with electrons. }

This estimate and the fact that T~ -=1 MeV is not
too different from T~-=0.7 MeV motivated the fol-
lowing more precise calculation of the evolution of
the T„.

The number density of a neutrino species is
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governed by the Boltzmann equation

ri„+(3R/R)n„=(ov ) [n, —f(T„)n„], (83)

where n, and n„are the number density of e (or
e+) and a given neutrino species (v„v&, or v, ),
respectively, (o.v) is the thermally averaged cross
section times relative velocity for e++e ~v;+v;,
and f will be evaluated below. We have assumed
that the momentum distribution of each neutrino
species is that of a Fermi-Dirac particle with tem-
perature T„. The ,(3R/R)n„ term represents the di-

lution due to the expansion of the Universe.
Neglecting the expansion for a moment, in thermal
equilibrium when T„=T» n~ =0, so that
f(T)=[n, (T)/n, (T)],q . This is usually referred to
as "detailed balance. " Clearly f(T, ) only depends
upon the neutrino distribution —which by assump-
tion only depends upon T; thus

2

(84)
n„(T )

f(T„)=

regardless of whether or not T„=Tz. We have cal-
culated that for electron neutrinos (o v ) =-0.9
GF T, and for p and r neutrinos (av ) -=0.2
GF T; these forms are valid for T„)0.3 MeV
(sin 8+-0.23 has been assumed). For reference,
these values for (ov) imply that v, "decouples" at
Td-=2 MeV, and v„,v, decouple at Td=-3.5 MeV,
where Td is defined by A, ~(T~)/A, , (Td) =1.

By inventing a fictitious fiducial neutrino species
x which does not participate at all in e- annihila-
tions, so that ri„+(3R /R)n„=O, Eq. (83) can be re-
cast in a more useful form:

'2
d

(n„ /n„—) = (o v )n„
dt

ne nvf—

e: a=-0.2..:.=0.02
(86)

(85)
where the temperature of x is T„, of e is T» and of
v is T„. For 5=(T„T„)/T„«1,n,—/n„= 1 + 35.
Since 5 is the temperature difference between v and
a species x which is truly "decoupled" during the
annihilation epoch, it measures the slight heating of
the neutrinos due to e—+ annihilations.

After introducing y = (1 MeV/T) and
E = ( Tr T„)/T„, and employi—ng the numerical
fits n, (y)/n„(y) =2(1—4.6X 10 y ) and
&=5.9X10 y, Eq. (85) can be written in the
more suggestive form

e =5.9 &(10 y (87)

where a prime denotes d/dy. From (86) it is clear
that the rise in the y and e+-temperature drives the
slight heating of the neutrinos. If a ( ccn„(av)/A, , )

were large, then e would track 5, and the neutrinos
would maintain "good thermal contact. "

Equation (85) is easily integrated:
' 2/3

5(y) = 5.9 X 10 — exp(ay /3)
3

v 2zse vdv--
ay ~/3

(8&)

We find that for v„

while for v& and v„

2&( 10 Ty 0 7 MeV

3X10 T =0,
(89)

hY—= —0.0001S . (811)

Although it is the reaction e e+~v;v; which
keeps the neutrinos in chemical equilibrium
(p„=p,„-=O), elastic scatterings like e v;: =." v;
and e+v;=:"+v; can keep the neutrinos in the ki-
netic equilibrium ( T„=Tr ). The weak rates depend
both upon the number density of neutrinos and
their average energy. To estimate the effect of ki-
netic equilibrium being partially maintained by the
elastic processes, we have integrated (86) including
in (o v ) all the reactions mentioned above (for e,
a=0.8; for p, r, a=0.2). In this case 5, (T=0.7
MeV)=4X10 and 5&, (T=0.7 MeV)=2X10
resulting in a predicted change in Y of
6Y= —0.0003. These two estimates, 6Y=0.000 15
and 6Y=0.0003, should serve to bracket the size of
the actual effect.

9)&10, T&
——0.7 MeV,

5 =(Tq T„)/T„=—
1 X 10 s, T„=O .

(810)

This means that at n/p "freeze out, " Tf =-0.7 MeV,
electron neutrinos should be slightly warmer,
b, T„/T„—=2X10, then they are when it is as-
sumed that they do not share in the e +— entropy
release. The corresponding change for v& and v,
should be 5T„/T„=—9X 10 . The estimated
change in the He production due to this slight
heating is [cf. Eq. (82)]
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